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Welcome to  
the Scenic Rim



Scenic Road Magazine is a  
premier lifestyle publication  
with a regional country style  
focus - free to the Scenic Rim  
and surrounding hinterland area.
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For a full list of current stockists 
visit scenicroad.com.au



SEASONAL CONTENT:
Readers will experience a diverse range of advertising 

pubs, cafe’s, specialty boutiques, fashion, artists, 
sporting groups, racing and equine interests, artisan 
makers, national parks and water ways, adventure  
sports, agricultural tourism, accommodation venues, 
wedding and events sector. 

REGULAR FEATURES:
FOOD & WINE
PEOPLE & ROFILES

TYLE
WELLBEING
PRESTIGE RURAL PROPERTY

DESTINATIONS
EVENTS & SOCIAL SCENES 



DESIGN:

 
change minds and inspire and empower.”

When it comes to design of Scenic Road 
Magazine, our approach is 

Our aim is to mindfully craft each page
, while aking into consideration the 

Australian landscape and easons.

Scenic Road is about the journey of discovery

he People, The Produce and The Places

The use of space, colour and impactful imagery are 
largely the focus. This attention to detail ensures a 
luxurious and well-crafted publication from cover  

Logo placement and submitted artwork are subject to 
review by the Editor-In-Chief and Art Director.



OUR TEAM

PUBLISHER/EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Luisa Slack-Smith

ART
DIRECTOR
Stephanie Don

CONTRIBUTORS

Carin Garland

El Hogan

Jade Schofield

Jacqui Faulkner

Suzanne McCorkell

Drew Slack-Smith

Sabine Barnard

Nikki Hobbs

Bronwyn McDonald
Luisa Slack-Smith Stephanie Don
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VIEW THE  
LATEST EDITION 

ONLINE  
HERE >



Luisa, it was an absolute pleasure to do business 
with you and your Scenic Road team. The quality 
of the photography, the editorial content and 
the design – a world class publication. The Scenic 
Road brand fits perfectly with middle to high 
end businesses such as ours.  We look forward 
to advertising with you again in your next edition.”

We love having your magazines in store,  
the locals and tourists both enjoying taking 
home your magazine.”

So great to read the stories of locals who 
have created an interesting business to 
compliment the area!”

- Dave Suttor – CEO Swagman Motor Homes.

- Michelle Ropper Dennis. Owner /My Country Escape

- Susan Capan. Artist and Gallery Owner
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